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E2S adds SIL 2 compatibility to its horn and strobe families 

Released November 06, 2014 
 
Safety Integrity Level, SIL, is a measure of safety system performance expressed in terms of 
probability of failure on demand (PFD). In the oil and gas industry, particularly in the fire and gas 
detection systems where safety integrity is critical, SIL 2 is becoming a common standard across 
systems. To meet the growing demand in the oil & gas industry, E2S Warning Signals, the leading 
independent audible and visible warning device manufacturer, has recently added additional fault 
monitoring to give SIL 2 compatibility to its products. 
 
Initially available for its BEx explosion proof 117 dB(A) horns and 5, 10 and 15 Joule strobes, its 
explosion proof GNEx GRP family will be the next one to be upgraded. In large petro-chemical 
installations, the safety-critical warning devices are installed over large distances, so central 
monitoring is a key requirement. While fire and gas detection systems continually monitor the 
integrity of the cabling, the warning devices themselves are not checked. The new SIL 2 technology in 
the E2S horns means that the functionality can be remotely checked and an alert sent to the control 
panel in case of any fault. 
 
A smart combination of software and hardware removes the need for time-consuming inspection 
and test of each individual warning device by intelligently reading the sound output of the horn or 
the light emitted by the strobe to check it is working properly. State-of-the-art technology ensures 
that spurious signals are not picked up by the sensors to ensure a reliable monitoring at all times. To 
comply with SIL 2 requirements, this is only done during an automatic test of the system and any 
faults are reported back when the system returns to its normal monitoring state.  Communication 
with the system control panel can be configured in two ways: either a contact is closed or a series 
resistor is brought into the monitoring circuit in the event of a fault. A dedicated SIL 2 information 
page can be found at http://www.e2s.com/information/sil2-certified-audible-and-visual-warning-
signals. 
 
The web site www.e2s.com has full product information, distributor contact details and a useful 
reference section, with technical bulletins and white papers on various aspects of warning signaling, 
freely available as a resource for specifiers, system designers and consultants. 
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Notes to Editors. 
 
For all follow-up enquiries, please contact:  
 
Nigel May  
Parkfield Communications Limited 
Parkfield House 
Damerham 
SP6 3HQ 
Great Britain 
Tel: + 44 (0)1725 518321 
Fax: + 44 (0)1725 518378 
nigel.may@parkfield.co.uk  
www.parkfield.co.uk 
 
E2S is the world’s leading independent signaling manufacturer. Based in West London, England the 
company designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of signaling products for industrial, 
marine and hazardous area environments. E2S products are available globally via their distribution 
network, details of distributors are available on the company’s website. Additionally, E2S has a 
dedicated distribution hub in Houston, Texas for local product distribution and technical support.  
 
E2S Warning Signals LLC 
4702 N Sam Houston Pkwy W 
Suite 300  
Houston, TX 77086 
USA 
Tel: +1 281 377 4401 
Fax: +1 281 440 4040 
sales@e2s.com 
www.e2swarningsignals.com 
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